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Maximize your potential
At Infor, we remain committed to helping you maximize your potential. Stay connected to
Infor Manufacturing by following us on Twitter, LinkedIn, and our own Manufacturing
Matters blog.
“You Can Do It” System i User Group Meeting (being hosted by IBM): Join fellow
Infor LX users in Rochester, Minnesota on May 27-28 for a valuable, two-day event of
user-driven education, networking, and fun. Registration is open. Visit your user
community home page or contact your account rep for more details.
Customer community page: Visit your customer community page to find information on
the latest release and other helpful resources. Be sure to check out the upcoming
webinars and previously recorded, on-demand webcasts that you may have missed too.
User community: As a user community member, you can network with other users,
participate in discussions about topics related to your specific solution and industry, find
out about upcoming events, and share best practices, tips, tricks, and tools.

Give customers what they need and want
To be competitive, process manufacturers have to develop
new products quickly, produce them using the best possible
formula, and maintain full compliance with all regulatory
requirements. It's a unique set of requirements that demands a
tailored approach to product lifecycle management, and Infor
Optiva can help.
By streamlining your most complicated processes, you can
develop, launch, and manage better products as much as 90%
faster. Infor Optiva is helping companies accelerate their
product development, minimize cost of production, and ensure
100% regulatory compliance. Your company can become more
agile and turn today's escalating customer expectations into a
competitive edge.
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Infor Optiva can help you:

Improve
quality

Boost
productivity

Maximize
profits
Read how Henkel
improved PLM with
Infor Optiva

Predictive analytics: turning data into insights
Like most leading manufacturers, your company is likely
swimming in data that needs to be consumed quickly.
Turning this data into insights you can actually use is
crucial to future success. Early insights can help
manufacturers improve day-to-day operations, but it can
also help to future-proof their organization.
Modern, advanced analytics integrated with modern ERP
solutions can really help manufacturers predict needs and
derive meaningful insight from trends—past and future.
Advanced analytics are the key to making smart,
informed decisions, and Infor can help you leverage your
data to the fullest.

Checklist for Food &
Beverage
manufacturers

Start now to transform information into actionable insights
and make data a competitive advantage. Read “10 ways
to make analytics more useful and consumable” for both
Food and Beverage and Chemicals manufacturers.
These papers offer both tactics and benefits that can help
you view your business from all angles, keeping your
strategic decision-making on the right course.

Checklist for Chemical
manufacturers

The recipe for success
Three major trends are shaping the food and beverage industry. And they all add up to
significant challenges: tight regulations, the push to create fresher, more natural foods,
and slim margins.
What are the consequences if manufacturers don’t keep pace? What if there was a way
to become more compliant, innovative, and cost efficient at the same time?

Download our infographic to see how these three major trends are shaping the food
and beverage industry and how the right technology is the recipe for success.

Download infographic
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